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ABSTRACT
This study wan an atteopt to investigate the effect of stioull 
intensities in preconditioning (PG) upon the magpiltude of sensory pre­
conditioning. The two PC stimuli were light and tone, each varying at 
three levels of intensity.
An initial pilot study, cosspmed of S rats (4 male, 4 female)
• utilising standard Sensory Preconditioning (5TC) experimental and control 
procedures gave fairly positive evidence of the SIC effect* The raw 
scores and the aaialysia of variance table are shorn in Appendix I* These 
results will not be discussed again in the thesis*
m  the œsaàa i^searcb, the experimental group consisted of 36 
rats of the Sprague-^Dasley strain# Frier to Sensory Preconditioning (SPC), 
each 8 was trained to press a bar in a Skinner box to criterion for a food 
pellet reward* SPC, consisting of three phases, was then administered*
Is phase one, the S received 200 asynchronous presentations of paired
with tone. In phase two, each 8 received 50 asynchronous presentations 
of ton© paired with shook* In phase three# each S was again placed in 
the Skinnor box. During this phase the Transfer test stimulus# light, 
was presented at random intervals to each S, Their bar press rates before 
SPC training and in the Transfer (third) phase Wei'S then compared*
Analysis of the data showed tîiat SPC was not demonstrated on an 
overall basis. Therefore, the original Intention of the study, i.e. IX) 
stimuli intensities and their effect upon the magnitude of 3PC# could not
iii
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Iv
b© carried out* Howaver, scase variables that affect the occurrence of 
SPC and perhaps its magnitude were discovered*
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GBApgga I
The I'-bsmmncm of Sensory PreeoBditioBiog
In 1939 Brogdan reported a study which attempted to answer tho 
following question: "If on organism he given ©ucoessive experiences of two 
temporally simultaneous stimuli# exciting two eenoe sodalitlge without e- 
vokiqg m y observable reaponne» end, if, after this contigaoas BonBorj ex­
perience, one stimulus be made a conditioned signal for the activity of a 
given behaviour system by appropriate training, will the other elicit a 
similar conditioned respooac vltbout the usual training)" (Brogden* 1939). 
iSarlier attempts to anouer tW.a question s«ar© not satisfactory because an 
observable rsapoase- won evoked in the initial stmgee of training (Prokofiev 
end Seiicaay® 1926), (Shipley, 1933) * Brogdsn applied a different procedure 
of three exiwrisental phases to answer the above question» In fhaae 1, the 
Subject (S) caa exposed to repeated contiguous presentations of two stimuli, 
5_ and 3_. In Phase 2, a Conditioned Beoponse (CH) was established to oec 
of them. S.,,» In Phase- 3, response transfer to the other Preconditioning 
(?G) stlaiulua, 5^, was tested.
More specifically, in phase one of this experiment (Gee Table 1 
below), eight experimental dogs were each presented with 200 pairings of u 
Bell and a Light. In the second phase, the Subjects (3a) were randomly 
assigned to two groups of four Ss each. The first group wiG trained to 
avoid shock, using 3#11 as a Conditioned Bkimulua (Oh), by flexing the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
left forelimb; th e  o th e r  group, to l e f t  forelimb flexion, using light as 
the GS. Îîi the third phase# each group was presented with the other, ap­
propriate test atisulus (the erne to which it had not been conditioned) and 
the response# i.e., left forellmb flexion# to this stimulus was recorded 
taatil extinction of the response occurred# The two control groups# of 4 Sa
each, were given forelimb flexion training with shock serving as the Uncon­
ditioned stimulus (ÜCS), In one group, was the signal for left fore-
limb flexiw, and this established as the CS, In the other group, the 
Beil woe designated tbs CS* After this training was completed, both groups 
were tested with the other appropriate test stimalus, and the response to 
this stimulus wfis recorded until the reaponeo waa ostinguishod. Neither of 
the two control group® wns exposed to either the Bell or the Li^t# either 
ia combination or alone, prior to the conditioning procedure»
TABLS 1
Experimental Design for Experimental and Control Animale 
D lth Besuitc in the Tromafer Test 
(Modified from Brogdca# 1939, pp. 327-328)
U PreconditioningTreatment
Conditioning 
(Leg Flexion)
Transfer
Stimulus
Transfer
Hsspoaaes
Ezperimental k Bell and Light Bell— Bhock light 27 (11)
Groupa 4 in combination Ught—•Shook Bell p6 (Id)
for 2 seconds
Control 4 Ho exposure to Bell— Shock light 0 (4)
Groups 4 either stimulus light— Shock Bell 4 (5)
(All groups ('lumbers
trained to jja brac­
100:3 crite­ kets re­
rion) fer to
auaoer 
of tests
SOÎ LOUS
to  10G& 
e x t in c t io n
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As con be aetm in  Table I ,  the control gpwpa very
l&froqim stly to  the traaafer toot Tbo eacperiw&tel ^poups,
feowwor# g w * a greAtef mwAw of rcepowwa to the traaafor %*#t obiaalua 
w d  peq-aifod aor© trials for tbo fwqxaao to smt&oguWi# tîne» did tfco 
ooatrol gpoqps*
I»  ooQGwntlag w  t&aae roaolto Bpsgdea Inferred '*sos$ bead 
to bowo fomed be twos th® Bell sod the Idght In  the pmcooditle«log yhss#, 
and ootta trace of this beod to hav® beea re W e e d  in the trmafor phase'*. 
(Brogdeo, 1939)* % ««Hod th is  pheoomeROO Semaory Froconditloml% (520)* 
be later etuaiee, Brogdeo sod Lie eo-eorkers seed bMwoe as .% 
(Sregdeo, 19% ), (%R%den, 194?), (Cbem ikoff sod arogden, 1949), (Bros# 
den, 1950)$ (3ro@ds» w d  %#@s$ 1951)* %o bis 1#2 stady, in %hiob h* 
need the Galvenlo %iio Aw^oome (OSB) oa the 01’, the feeolto obtoloed mre 
négative* A ttributed th is  to  a latA: o f a re lia b le  @@(%epe o f oondltioo" 
isg, and oonaidered tblo expotdAont on imdequate teat of the |.>h®a-ss®»«n»
% e la te r  low ietlgstleRs (BMgden, 194?)$ (tjhepnlkoff mad Brog» 
dot# 1949) ,  (%e@d#o$ 1950)# (SrogdoR sod Oregs, 1991) sere scmeshab oere 
suc«0i3sful iM êeâasstmting tta  r.i'O e ffe c t. Iss addition, he included a 
(soro re fined ooatrol prooedore. %o tWae otudias, be eaqioosd his control 
Ü8 to the transfer tcwt stimulus: during the FrocoW ltloni%  (fC ) phai%, a 
procedure whidh he bad not employed in  the 1939 study* Jn sHw iiag both 
tho ex^^rioontol and control groupe equal 0:qxx:me to the truriafer W ot 
ütlRUlu® in  tW  f  lra t or PG phaao, ao I t  has eœ» to be oolled, Tbrogden 
coatrollsd fo r the possihle a ffec t of atimulua geacrollaatlcB#
To dote# there h.':.va been nina animal atudioo on Aic reported ia the 
literature. In gaagral, tho rhoîiasoro;.- hiàc boon kbsro-aitroted quite suo
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
cesssfttlly with one exception# and this report will no® be discussed. In 
œ  experiment with 16 pigeons as Ss# in which both the experimental ana 
control groups received equal exposure to the transfer test stiaaius# Reid 
(1952) fotmd no significant différences between the two groups* In thla 
©xperisîestà the experimental group received 200 simultaneous presentations 
of a bUEser paired with a light stimulus. In phase two, the pigeons ®ere 
trained to criterion to peck to on© of these stimuli alone* In phase tharee, 
response transfer to the other PC stimulus was tested. The control group 
received identical treatment in phase© two and three. In phase one, how­
ever* 200 preseatetioM© of the transfer test stimulus alone wore given.
Bold suggested, in his discussions that the discrepancy between his re­
sult© and the résulte of Brogdente 1939 study could be attributed to the 
differences in familiarity of Sa with the transfer test atlmulus. In 
Reid’s study equal exposure to the transfer test etiuwlua for both expe­
rimental and control groups eoa given. Brogden, it will be recalled# did 
not allow his control Sa e:#csurs to the transfer test stimulus.
Reid’s criticism of BTC on the basis of the control animals not 
having equal familiarity with tha transfer test stimulus, compared to the 
experimental aniaols, was subjected to a direct experimental investigation, 
by Honsrth, Hoirarth (I960), using rsts as Ss# reported teat temporal sepa­
ration (7.3 seconds) of the onsat of two PC stimuli (light and sound of 2 
seconds duration each) significantly reduced the effectiveness of 3iD. h 
second ôîcporisîontal group, pro conditioned with concurrent stimuli (ligtit 
and sound both om-attiag and terminating simultaneously), gave positive 
evidence of Grc. Both groups (concurrent -ruid spaced) received equal o:c~ 
perisnco Mte the transfer teat stimulus prior to the tost phase. IF d?c
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due, as Reid suggested (1952), to the fact that the ôxîjariiseatal S® 
had had wore ©xperieac» sdth the traasfer test stimulus teaa the control 
Ss, prior to the test phase, Io®arth*s results completely refute t M  as­
sertion*
%rogd@a, (Hoffeld et al, 1958) also, interested ia the tempo­
ral factor of stimuli presentations during the PC phase, conducted as 
experiment to iavestigate this variable. In the experiment, twenty-four 
cats were randomly assigned, in equal mmbers, to six treatment groups 
(five oKperiaental and one control)*. PC training for the experiesentei 
groups involved th® pairing of tffltte and light, designated the C8 and DCS, 
reaps ctively# The tone slviaye terminated when the light terminated, but 
it preceded the onset of the light in tise experimental groups by 0 s®s- 
oads iOftovcp 1), 0*5 seconds (Grcmp 2), 1,2 seconds (Group 5), 2 seconds 
(Group 4), and 4 seconds (Group 5)* She control p fov i^ rsoeived no sti­
mulation of tone or light, 1,0,, no PC training, % e  results obtained 
showed that although all esperimontal groups gave evidence of the SPC 
effect, the magnitude of SPC was greater for the e^qperimental grot# ha­
ving ton© jo'ecediag light 4 seconds (Group 5) during PC; the control 
group showed no transfer effect, Frcsf the study, it was concluded that 
the time relations of the stimuli involved in PC training do affect the 
Habitude of SPC, but what îdnd of temporal relationship this parais ter 
involves mast await further investigation*
Brogden’e most recent study (Hoffold et al, I960) investigated 
th) relationship between the number of PC trials and the ma^itud» of 
the SPC offeot» In this study, 72 cats were randmdy assigned to 12 
groups and tho Ss in each group (n»6) were exposed to either 0, 1, 2, 4,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8, 10» 20, 40, So, 200, 400, or 800 trials of PC traini%# In tjio train­
ing and test phases Uihael tisraisg avoidance response), all 3s were given 
the Bsm treafeaent. !&s rosults obtained indicated that the eleven ex­
perimental groups showed significant ssaonnts of &PC, whereas the one ccas- 
trol grot# (O trials) gave no ovidoace of SEC. Furtîier analysis of the 
data showed that the magnitude of SPC increased progressively throng 1 
and 2 PC trials to a Riaxiaaaua at 4 trials, end then declined ■ to a near 
uniform level for 8, 10, 20, 40, and 80 trial®. It then Increased at 
2CX) trials, and one© more declined progrsBsivoly at 400 and 800 trials»
It was concluded from this study that the magnitude of SPC was not a 
continuous function of tW nvmher of PC trials, hut could possibly be a 
carviXineer f«notion» However, this iatarprststios is confounded by the 
fact that the 4 PC trial groups took ©i^iHeantly Icaa^r to-acquire the 
CH (G%e taraiK® response) than did all other groï#s#
1st concluding this review of the literature, it appears that 
SPC h&s been mors effectively demonstrated with animal than with huœaa 
subjects. Brogdea and his co-workers (Koffeld et al, 1958), noting the 
lack of success ia some imraan studios, attrilsute it to the fact that it 
is difficult to contrive an adequate test of tho effect for human Ss* Ex­
perimental studies with animals, however, provide more effective identi­
fication and control of those variables which, isay affect the magnitude, 
or even the occurrence, of Sf€. That the phenomenon does exist and can 
be demonstrated, under optimal conditions, seems amply substantiated by 
most of the existing evidence.
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ïbocreticai ïatsrpreSatioiuî. of the BtC
Sa reviewing tba literature, it saay be fiotod that two rival 
tiïeories are aost prominent in accounti% for the SPC effect. C*te in- 
tarprststion, that of the Btissalns-M ospanm <S*B) or reiaforeeseat theo- 
riets, maintains that learning takes place only when a rospon©e is rein­
forced. The Stimulus-Stimlm (S-3) theorists, on the other band, believe 
that learning can occur ia the absence of reinforcement. Brogden him- 
self, a© will be shown below (see page 8), hae avoided such controversy; 
rather, he has been ciuch more eonoomod as to whether SPC con be consi­
dered comparable to standard conditioning, or whether it is a phenossonon 
quit© different from the results of standard lemming' experiaants.
In order to account for SPC, la a seealngly noa-reiaforced res­
ponse situation, the S-R theoriat rationalises tlie phenomenon to be a 
case of mediated stiniuius generalisation. Osgood» for example, postulates 
that "a coeaon perceptual reaction (e.g. attention®!) ia elicited initially 
to the stimuli. If on© of these,..is now..»confjit.io3ed to a as® reaction, 
the self stimulation produced by the mediation process...ia inferred", 
(Dagood, 1953, p. 46l). Yet, Osgood, realizing the inadequacy of a theory 
based upon inference and the resumption of internal, not readily apparent 
behaviour, concludes that Bl-C, although at times a xseak. and unstable af­
fair, still provides "one of the strongest arguments against rainforcement 
theory". (1955, P* 462),
The rival 5-f contiguity point of vie® was firat proposed by 
Birch and Bitterraan (1949). They state, "tbe results of the asnaory pre­
conditioning ojqjoriaeat require us to postulate a process of afferent
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8tsodlflcatio»**." (194$, p* 3 0 2), This process, also termed sensory 
integration, asserts that when "two afferent centres are continuously 
activated a functional relation is established between them, such that 
the subsequent innervation of one will arouse the other", (Birch and 
Bitterman» 1951, p, 358),
Tbeoe two theoretical positions are opposed on ly as to what 
happens in the ^^conditioning (PC) phase of the experiment, at which 
point the learning Is alleged to have taken place# Seidel (1959)* in 
reviewing the literature on SPG, stated that the phenomenon provides a 
strong argjsaoat against the S-S learning theory and that the S-S view, 
offered by Birch and jBitterman, is the more tenable approach to the un­
derstanding of SPG, This thesis will not be concerned with testing cither 
of these theories, n& will become clear later,
3h 1939» Srogden interpreted tho first demoBstraticai of the SPC 
phenoKeaoB; to be ©issilar to the results obtained in a standard condition­
ing experiment, This pcdat of view changed, however, as a result of fur­
ther experimental ovidottce. In 195§ he remarked, "it io possible that 
the phenomenon of ùîC is different from standard conditioning", (Hof- 
feld et al, 1958» p, 4^ fO), In Ï9&3, Brogdea finally declared that 31^ is 
a phenomenon of learning different from standard conditioning (Hoffold et 
al» i9 6 0), Seme of the pararaeters, on which this last statement Is based» 
already have been mentioned, particularly those parametric studies con­
cerned with the C3-GCS isterVols and the nusabez* of trials in PC training, 
(Koffeld, et al, 1958), (Hoffold, et al, I96O).
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F o rtla m t fsrifsbl®® Eèsxm t© A ffect tW  Kagnitod® o f SR)
A vwW*lo #&lo% hm  boon âm om tm t&â, to affwot tb@ sagoitu# 
& Î SHJ i® th®' atiWi oy&HP ia PO % % W a g ,  Sirhy (19S3) d*m@tr»tcd 
that if tfe® pmAoatatian of Hgfet woo followed %  tom (both tommiaatiQg 
aimltommely ) » positive t r & n & f m  w m  e h t î d m û *  Mooovop» if too® p » -  
oeêaé % % #  ia eooet (egai#$ both teminatiag siwlWieowly), m  
f*W offoot m m l t ^  (Sirhy» 1963)41 % e  preaeot etWy ia pwt of tho 
yarmetrlo iovootigatloR of this csrdsr variable a W  will Isvestigato the 
ligbtM^oee proocdoa»; the tone-light grooodkee is beiag iWeatlgeted ia 
a cm cn rm nt ®tw% at the Dfeivarsity of tllWwf Waor&tory (Moloaa, 3.966).
ê m h b s r vorieblo #i<A e w m  to e î f é & t the p È m s im m m  ie that 
o f eggemdmo* # c  m gativ® iw eolte ohtaSmé hy S sàH ^  (1% 3) end B&M 
(1992) miiÿht be eaoomted fo r by om or tee d lffo rs a t fiaetor$, as? fo l#  
loee# C l) % e w e o f the m m  %paawatae fey e ll pbaaea o f the 
wet (Reid, 19S&), 1953)# @od (2) Th& imedlate teat for tfeme-
for after the ©csaplofcion of mmdS,tioBiz% tralMmg# at WsAoh ti# res- 
pons® oe»y*eem eiti»atioa m y have W » a  place (M id# 1952)» That tho 
pWwemiwm o f Sf’G m y be ap§mrat%m#mm®lMve as ewageeted by thaoa oege#» 
tiv e  fln lijig ©  is  also eoeaeated tips» by Seidel (1959) is  M s revise o r- 
tio le #  Zh order to  av&rcm ^ theae two posatbia saoroes o f ois0fb«B&U%, 
the presoat otsdy m il employ two d is tin c tly  d i f i o r o n t  p icesoa o f ^peram  
to s , am fo r PS and gsr tra iM ag  and 000 fo r tho Trewofor te s t gAass, sod 
w ill a lla *  & s u ffio io s t period o f tXm  boteeen tra is in g  to s ti%  to  
g e m it reoponso dosensitim tioo»
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1 0
The Rationale of the Present Zwestigatlon
la addition to the above factors wMch have beea demonstrated 
to affect the aagaitade of SPG, it ia also Wo®n that the best arrange- 
wnt for standard Conditioning seetas to be one in oMeh the QB is rela­
tively weak i» cm psriBoü to the DOS. In PC training the first otlmilus 
ia onset could be consldsxed the GS and the second stimulas in onset 
(Sg) could be considered the DCS,, following the oaggeation made by Sil­
ver and Meyer (1954) and Boffald et «1 (1958), Rtnble <1961), in dia- 
cusalng the SPG c:çperimnt, suggests that such an arrangement (a weak GS 
followed by a strong DOS) might produce stronger evidence of BïC than baa 
usually been obtained*
%ere ia some experiK%ntal evidence reported which lends it­
self to support this suggestion* Brogden (1949), (Brogden and Gregg, 
19513 reported that in the facilitation of auditory acuity by SPC proce­
dures, the S becomos acre sensitive to sound tîiaa he eas prior to the 
SPC experience. Ho®, if PC training In SPG can affect the degree of 
auditory acuity, is it not possible that the intensity of the stimuli 
involved in PS can affect the raagnitu^ of SPG? â weak CS preceding on­
set of strong DCS, generally, effects better standard conditioning,
A major problos that arises in any learning oxporiaent con­
cerns response traijeiing. This is especially evident in the SPG ezp-eri­
mant, which often jsecossitatea long training procedures and also deaands 
aïaziauia retention of the habit even though thera is no opportunity for 
practice in intervening training to tost phases,
The Src procedures utilised by Kirby (I9 6 3) suggest a suitable 
approach to this problem. In his SPG experiments, he first conditioned
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a W r preawslag Te&tionm In  && ssam nlslonal A k lam r b©s» A fte r tbs am lsal 
(rmt) kaâ m W W  «riterlc®, it #wa them expoeW to 3j?C traini%%* Ba 
th* (FC) g W » ,  the s <&m givaa 200 trisl© of light
pelrwS aitÆ» tone* T& t te  RMcmd ^Aaaae* tte  œeoed
.©tlemlüe, tem» m a  wymcrmcmsïy p e ire â with ©hock» reforzW to ae train- 
1%  o f « G m g itlo m è  awpc*»# (OS#X 2b  the tïîd râ  pbam» tw
TM w f#» teat# tko 9 wa® Bgmdo plm eé  i»  the ahdümer hoK @W «IXeweâ te  
pzwam tho bar for a food rowwrd* 2% tMo phnoe, th# first atiWloa (light) 
that hod beoB % % é  la FO tpaialag m s  periodically pro mated te tho S* ?ho 
esqjorteeatal R@ ahowed a m igKlflOGat deeremwt Is  reepomdtBg# v h lle  the 
cootpol Sa (ekgoaed te light aloaa in 90# but haaiag ateil&r tralalag 
tbroùghomt te© re e t o f th» © xp e rlw a t) ahoaod ao each d»or»m*at. F r»  
tbea» reaulte» h» luforrad that a oatl&faotery deatawteatioB of the BTC 
e ffe c t ted beea obtalnW #
% 0  advsategs-® o f the bar press reepomae ere t t e t  i t  la  re a d ily  
eequlrod by @oet Be end is  a h ig k ly  ra,l£®Me m^mw& o f ©oaiSltioaiag, 
ote# the habit le  tho-rou^^ûy le« roô4, It shea» little te a t seaeiea v a rl- 
aace end ia  ex traae ly  re e le ta a t to  © K tinetion w ithou t g roo tloe* 'Zhat tho 
Conditioned q e o tio te l Meepeee* (CSR)# ia  th is  e&ae* fe a r e lic it in g #  la te r -  
fu p ts  oîi'îoiag a c t iv ity ,  has teen f is s ly  estebliehed by tho vorho o f Eates 
and Sklnnor (19^»2), I ts  oxg^i-rimomtal advomtagea ere o ia ilo p  te  those o f 
the bay preef;l%^ rosgoteo { i . a * ,  i t  is  leom od q u io k ly  by coot Aa and 
ro o is ta  e x tin c tio n )*
The present Inve stlgati oa, om-ployii^ t)wGd reapanecs* will study 
the ralntloaohlp teteoea rc atlauli intensity and the cagnitele of BVC,
The n u l l  h y p o tte e le  o o rte ln o , th a t  is *  the megoltede o f  :--C l a  not a
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fimetioiï of the intoiwlty of the PC stimuli.
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GSAPfBR II 
M3Pmoix)imY
Design
Several designs were considered before it was finally decided, 
ia view of the datm to he analysed, to employ a 5 hy 3 design* This 
design, with 4 replications, would call for a total of 108 So* Dofor- 
tunately, insufficient cage spac© was available to accomodate such a 
large complement of animals* As a result, this necessitated several 
alternatives#
The first to be considered was to unholance the number of rep­
lications; for example, fey placing 4 animals in each experlmentel treat- 
m a t group and 2 animals in each control treatment group, with an equal 
distribution by sox* A second alternative was to distribute equally the 
Ss by experimental and control treatments, but disregarding sex differ­
ences* A third possibility was to eliminate tho control treatment groups 
(mû thae have a greater number of Ga in each experimental treatment 
group*
The advontogea and disadvantages of each design, briefly, are 
as follows, The statistical aaolyais of the duta would suggest that the 
accond design alternative be adopted* However, in view of the training 
procedures to be employed (fear conditioning), as well as some evidence 
to suggest that tiare is a sex difference in the magnitude of SPC (Kirby,
13
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1963)» it was decided n o t to  adopt this deaiga* The third possibility, 
to exclude the control grctips, was considered because Brogden, ia his 
latest research on SPC, felt that tho pheaomeacatt 1* well established, 
and hence fete use of control animais is unnecessary. This alternative, 
however, was discarded in vie© of the proposed treatme%%t protedures, 
Which differ from those ©sîplcyed by Ih'ogdea. The first alternative, 
therefore, was adopted. This design, to repeat, calls for placing four 
animals (2 male, 2 female) In each experimental treatment group, and two 
animals (1 male, 1 female) in each control treatment group. The complete 
design of the eagperiment is shorn ia Table 2,
Guhjects
A total of 54 albino rats of the Sprsgue-Bawley strain was 
obtained frcaa the second end third generation of aaaiaals ïâiich are pert 
of a breeding program at the University of Windsor animal psychology 
laboratory. The parent population of these animals bad been obtained 
from a reputable dealer (Simonson jWboratcrlen), The unequal froqu®:»- 
clas design of the experiment necessitated fete allocation of 36 Ss to 
the expérimental groups and I8 Ss to the control groups» Bach group was 
represented equally oa the variable of «?ex; thus, there were I8 male and 
18 female experimental Ss, and nine of each sex in the control groups» 
After the bar pressing tpsdning criterion had been reached (see below 
for description), the Ss were then allocated to PC training groups on 
the basis o f  weight and sex. During the o:q?erii3eat, extra Ss were tept 
on hand. These spare Ss cere trained in bar pressing along with tte 
otter Ss and cars intended to be used as replicates la fete ovoat that
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one of the selected Sa became ill, inadvertantly given a vreoug treat- 
ment, etc. (Two Ss had to be replaced because of Inappropriate treat- 
meat given to the® in the Transfer ("T") test phase of the experiment}#
Apparatus
Two distinctly different pieces of apparatus m re used, a 
sound-proofed Skinner box and a Preconditioning (PC) box with stimulus 
panel# The dimensions of the Skinner box are? 11 3/8 inches long, by 
9 1/4 inches wide, by 7 5/4 Inches high, A reapcnae bar is positioned 
in the Skinner box, 3 1/2 Inches above the floor, and oeoaurea 2 inches 
in width and is 3/4 inches from the stisjulus-reinforcefisant panel wall.
The food delivery cup is 1 inch to the left of the response bar and has 
its opening 5/S Inches above the grid floor (See figure D*
Tlie stimuli variables in the experiment are tone and light.
The sound source for the tone is located in the Skinner box oa the lower 
left of the stimulus-reiaforcesaont panel at the level of tba grid floor# 
The light source, in full view of the Ss, is located 6 inches above the 
grid floor at the upper right-hand corner of tbs plexiglass observation 
door# The evaluation of tbs intensities of the light and the tone were 
difficult to make because it was impossible to place tlie recording ins- 
truments inside the enclosed Skinner box# Therefwe, the following in- 
toasiticQ are approximate values#
Light ] high 12 volts Tone 1 high 103 dbs
Light 2 medium 6 volts Tone 2 medium 86 dbs
Light 5 low 3 volts Tone 3 low 73 dbs
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The stimulus Intensity %wa adjusted by the exporitSonter as dictated by 
the treatment achedul©*
% e  outaide diaeosiaoa of the PC box are: 29 3/4 inches long, 
bj 10 inoheo %ide, by 8 2/2 inches high* The PC box was divided Into 
four oqual-sised OGsqmrtmonts having inside measurements of ? im bos  
long, by 9 1/2 inches aide, by 7 Inches highs Each compartment had an 
electrified grid floor through which shock was introduced, The front 
panel, of each coapartsont, which constitutes an observation window for 
the presentation of PC stimuli (to the @ within), is made of transparent 
plexiglass. % c  remaining panels of the comportment are mde of black 
plexiglass, including the removable lids, % e  lids are held by adjust­
able clips. (See figure 2),
The PC stimuli, light (four 6-watt light bulbe, one located in 
f r o n t of each ccsspartment) and tone (2 oontrally-locatsd speokere) are 
mounted on the stimulus panel, which is affixed to the PC box. The 
three intensities of light and tons in the PC box are an follows:
Light 1 high 12 volts Tone 1 high 98 dbs
Light 2 medium 6 volts Tone 2 medium 84 dbs
Light 3 low 3 volts Tone 3 low 70 dbs
The stimuli intensities in the PC box, it will be noted, are slightly 
less than the intensities of the atimuli in tbs Skinner box (Lee p, 16}. 
In the experiment, these PC intensities were manipulated by the experi­
menter according to the appropriate treatment required.
The programming of stimuli, i.e.* tboir duration and their 
termination, woo controlled by Qrason-Stadler electronic equipment. The 
shock (scrambled) woe administered by a standard shock ;%snerntor, and
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t!îs sffipirieally-dotermiceà Intensity sas manipulated by the ezperiaonter. 
Training end Tent Procedure
There are two major parts of the present experbasat, I^ urt I
is Skinner box training, and Fart II, which follows Part I, is composed 
of SPC training phases* They are the PC phase, CSS phase, and the Trans­
fer test phase*
Fart ÏÎ Bar Press Sesponse Training
Sach S was trained individually in the acquisition of a bar 
pressing response# The learning criterion «as arbitrarily set at three 
approximately equal scores over three consecutive days of training» Be­
fore each 5’*®iiMita daily bar pressing rsepons© training session, oach 3 
had been food-deprived for approxiautely twenty-one hours# Bar press 
rsspouse traininig consists of the S Isaming to press a bar for food 
reinfor corsent (45 ag* sucrose pellet) under a continuous roinfoi'cemnt 
schedule * One hour after tte completion of the session, each B
was allowed to feed ad lib for two hours; sufficient care was taken to 
ensure that none of the Sa was hoarding food in the heme cage* Sach S 
wc:G transported from its home cage (and back) to the eazperimcntal room 
in a covered plastic pail. Water was available at all times in the homo 
cage, but was not available during bar pressiog; training.
Part II: SPC TralnlDg
As indicated earlier, 3PC training is composed of tiiree phases. 
In Phase 1, the PC phase, the experimental 3 receives 200 PC training
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trials, at the rate o f 100 trial© per day over two consecutive days. The 
KÎ stimuli are presented asynehronously, i.e., for the experimental Ss the 
light precedes the onset of tone by two seconds and both terminate two 
seconds later. The FC training of the control So consists of 200 trials 
of light alone on the same daily schedule os the esqjerimental Ss. The 
duration of the light for the control B is 4 seconds. The intertrial 
interval (üTX) for all groups is to average 3 0 seconds with a range of 
fro® 15 seconds to 4$ seconds.
In Bhasa 2, Goaditioaeà gactlcnal Responae (CBR) training, 
given the day after the completion of PC training, the 5 receives fifty 
trials of tone asynchrono^ly paired with shock at the rate of twenty- 
five trials per day over two consecutive days* The tone is of 4 seconds 
duration, offsetting with the temiBatio® of shock end preceding the 
shook in smset by two seconds. The SffI is the some as in PC training*
In PC training the Sa are trained in squads of 4 5s Cl 3 per
compartment). However, in OSS, because of controlled weight and sex dif­
férences, the Ss are trained in squads of either 4 or 2 3s,
In Phase 5* the day following CSS training, the Transfer test,
is administered* In this phase, each. S is tested individually. The G is 
placed in the Skinner box and its rate of bar pressing recorded as in 
bar pressing training. During this phase, a light of the appropriate 
intensity, the Transfer test stimulus, is presented to the 3 at the same 
ITÏ as in both PC and C&R training. The light endured for a period of 4 
seconds for each presentation.
The day following the completion of the Transfer test session, 
each is placed once mere in the Cklnnor box (individually), and is
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presented with the tone of approglmate intenaity, at th@ same Ifl as in 
the Transfer test. This additional phase is called the Conditioned Cti- 
cmius CCS) teat# In the Transfer and OB testa, respjoctively, there are to 
be tea presentations of the transfer atioolns, light, and tea preoentatlgoe 
of the conditioned stionluo, ton*, respectively*
Measures
There sill be three main measnree (scores) obtained in the ox- 
périment* The first measure is called the Stable (-‘S*') response score 
and is the mean of three approximately equal scores made on three conse­
cutive days of bar press response training. The second mcnsurs, in the 
'transfer test phase of the experiment, the Transfer ("T'O eccre, is the 
nnabor of bar presses that occur during tMx: phase of the oxpcriigent,
The third measure is the Conditioned Stimulus test score and is
the number of bar presses given by each C during tluj G5 phase of the ex- 
périment.
Two subsidiary measures wore obtained. The first is the znnobcr 
of fecal boluses (called the Defecation (3) score) deposited by each G 
during each phase of the experiment. The second measure is the number of
bar preGs responses svo’ajd during the time the transfer test stimulus 
(light, of 4 seconds duration each presentation) and the "C3" test stimu­
lus (tone, of 4 seconds dirration aach presentation) is administered.
These two additional scores are shown in Appendices F and Q.
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A critical factor involved in the present investigation is an 
adequate statistical analysis of the obtained moaonres. Therefora, a 
brief cosffiaesit on the experimental design and the resultant statistical 
treatment of tb,e obtained scores, perssitted by the design, is most ap~ 
proprieteiy dlacnased at this point*
The oxperisental design, as dictated by the availability of 3$ 
end the various treatment schedules possible, as dlsoossed earlier (see 
p, 15), necessitated an msaqud mmbor of replications between the ex­
perimental and control groups eitpericiantf-il group, n»2 per con­
trol group)* A t the outset, it was anticipated that the method of 3e~ 
greesion inalysis (see Kirby, 1963, pp- 129-132) would provide an ade­
quate statistical model foi* the analysis. However, it was found that 
one of the underlying assumptions of the Regression Analysis model (com­
plete orthogonality) could not be met because of tbo unbalanced design,
I,ikeW3.se, an aiteraate method, tbtct of 'vnalysis of Coverience, 
could not ha employed for the same reason (rscmptinn of orthogonality). 
The use of a non-par.'smetric model was considored bat rejected, since 
there is no loaosm test to allow comparison cf before (-'5")— after 
scores in non-paramctric statistics. Another possibility to assess the 
before— after scores was to employ the Inflexion Satio Method» %is 
technique rsaa also rejected, because it ossizgeg a relationship between
21
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two îsawures; «b&t is hero Is a mxlol Which «ill t#st z@-
latlcaohlp h&tm ^n the t%o sestrc®#
Safortiïsatolye ao @%oh inveetigotloa @ha«e&, thoro Is, at prt- 
seat* aa kxwwh etetistioal jg-a3el fey -tMoh to hïO'üâlo effootl%ly an un- 
küAwed îlesii^  by coVÀi-lsnse tee&mlqiKe, l%mroforc$ tiiO data M 4  to 
be anolye$d In t«o *ayc. la tSae first «aOgmic# the **Z7* aad "T' eooree 
for ez^rimehtal oad ooatrol treotaeat groupe w m  aaalgseg iadlvldnaUy*
%i« analysis «1H rov&al isfelch treatAeht groups shoves d the S'f€- of feet 
•attS ■vfi^ tch treatment grmspe diil mat, Za the meoomd easlyeia of the 
60©Pô»f the «QparifwmW. #M%#» w d  the mcmtgml grcmpm wi% testtKÎ "sepa­
rately, by emalyois of Ÿnvl&aee. % &  oaawptim is th%t if the com- 
trei groups ;^09%d mo sigairiowt Ctcr<Kw:;t in rc^peWlmg (**$" vert^ qe 
s8oms), theia it @oal4 ba to oa to perfora a ad^ülay mam-
lyeis of the ©a^ ssapisient&l gîVKsÿS* **SP and ■*T' mompoo. I t  th&iso (experimental) 
lîToup w m a  chored overall mtnt&otioal sâ^olfioçnœ* thah it omM bo 
rationalised that tha «-v effect had bean dotkastrated, Thase sept;rst&
4ata analysis teohnlqnsa, it la fully ree&la*d$ are mot a» foxerful a 
statistical test of the reliability of the obtained aooroo &n one wx&d 
bo that included both tbo exporimental and control group Qosap&rleoas*
ürsasfer Teat
Aaothez' factor 3a ehlch the proscat study will differ from 
other CfC axperieonto pertn.lno to the results obtained in tba tnaaaîor 
(and C5) taste The latter studlco always expect pt%itlvo reonosoe 
trciasfef fron the tr#ülnlng to the feoat phsoe, Cudh ti'annfor is accept" 
ablo os a valid wasure of C*G, lo the présent study, bomvor, the fear
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conditioning pnocaduro (CPP. training) in avpoctcd to Wiihlt the rate of 
rcGj/onding C'cor preoeing) in the teat situation* If the response iecre- 
sent is observed In the experimni'il 3a (but sot in the control 3a), 
then this la here taken to indicate positive evidence of S M  effect»
'*G5" Teat
The "Oo" test to included only to daaonstrate (or not) that 
fear conditioning (032 training) «ras effective in both expérimental and
control groupa. If a aigniflcant rosposse decroasnt is observed in both 
the experiasntal and control groups In the "03" test, and thero Is no 
significant difference bet%e%n the two, then it la aasuSsad that 0K2 was 
affoctively obtained,
Original and Corrected Scores
In the Transfer test, Most 3a began bar press renponding with­
in ten no couda of tlveir introduction into the S’cirmor box. It has been 
argued slsevdisre (ICirby, 1563) that responses evoked before the first 
prassntation of tho Transfer tost ctisulus (iS seconds after introduc­
tion) should NCI bo included In tho total Cls (bar prcooisg rosponno; in 
this situation, Liîcosise* -33s evoked after the last transfer test sti­
mulus prosentutian. (4 misuteo and 22 socondo) ohculd also be excluded 
from tho total. Thin procedure tezids to raake mare realistic the train­
ing and test chases of the sxpcrirnout; hence, the obtained scores in the 
present study ware so treated, The Identical procedures %ra followed 
for the correction of both the "S" ard "Cl" scores. The analysis of the 
data was perforaed on these corrected scores* Appendices A and B present
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tba original scores for axperimaatul and control Ss, respectively. The 
corrected scores for tisj cxperimntsl and control Ss are presented is 
Appendices C and D, respectively.
Antecedent Variables
Before the siaia analysis of the data is presented, two antece­
dent variables must bo exaaiaod, that of the rate of acquisition of tise 
bar pressing roisponse in the experimental and control groups, and 
neutrality of tW Transfer test stifaulus (light of appropriate ietaasity). 
This examinatioB w ill assess ahat likely source of bias In th© data 
might be affecting the main variables, and, If possible, ellmaate this 
sour CO from coiu;i;.leratlon.
As stated earlier in the review of the literature {see p. ô), 
the interpretation of the G?f phenomenon oan be confounded «hen the 
rn-tos of acquiiîitxon of the 02 for all 5a are significantly different*
A t-tast was performed to aeo if there was any significant «.fforanc® 
between tho expoi'imant^ d. and control 5s on the rman rate cf acqaisiuion 
of tjie bar pressing r®s],>oîîse* The results of this test (see Appendix H 
for tlio rate of acquisition of tho stable response scores in the expsri- 
0011 toi and control groups) yielded a t—test value of l.cO, which is non- 
sigalfiûaïit and therefore indicates no significant difference between the 
experimental and control groups ca the rate of acquisition of the bar 
pressing response,
Another important variable in tho 5PC exporia^ jnt is that of 
the neutrality of the Transfer test stimulus» As & suggested control 
procedure, it was thought advisable to introduce the Intended Transfer
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test stimulus prior to SIG training* Therefore, 22 expBriisatttal Ss and 
8 control'Ss «ere administersd the Transfer test stimulas (li^t, at the 
expropriate intensity) in the Skinner box, on one or two days before the 
termination of bar press response training, to see if it (light) sup­
pressed bar press respondi%. The resuPLts of this Stimulus îieatrality 
Test are presented in Appendix H* The "S" response scores were then 
compared with the "T" scores, and it «as observed that the mean drop for 
the eaqjerimntsl Se was 15.64 respoasses and 17.5 responses for the con­
trol Ss. The twenty-four Ss not exposed to this stimulus neutrality 
test showed the following decrement in bar psree© responding vdien the "G" 
and "T" scores of these Gs were ccæsparedî % e  mean drop fear the eaperi- 
montai Ss (I&14) was 14.8 responses and 5*9 responses for the control 
Ss (KalO). The implications of this finding will be coteented upon 
fully in the Discussion of Eesults section (see p.4o ).
Analysis of s-bjperimentel/Control CoaparâÆsons
The corrected "5" and "f" scores of each of tiie nine cxperd- 
mental and their oorresponding control groups were subjected to aa anal­
ysis of variance, the results of which are presented in Tables 3— 11.
Table 3 presents a sîsasiaxy of aa analysis of variance performed 
in Treatment 1 T^ )^, in which PC training for the expérimental group
consisted of asynchronous presentations of Li^t and Ton© at high inten­
sity, and, for the control group, of li^t alone (also at high intensity).
An examination of Table 3 shows tho following: % e  ascessment
of before Cor "5") and after (or "T’O score differences is shown under 
the Within Subjects beading in the center of the table. Following across
’ ^  .4 •■•• /' “7
i O-rO-r I
i i K A ' : “ ï r:?: -, ; ,
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tha table for th© "S" and aooros or factor (B), it can ba ssen that 
tba obtained F-ratio Clast column) is 8.34, which indicates that the 
after (or "T") score differs significauitly fro» the bofpro (or "S") 
score at better than the 5 par cent level of confidence-«
StuffiBsry of .Analysis of Varlanco 
of "S" and "T" Scores for Treatment 1
Source of 
Variation
Sum o f  
Square® 
(W)
of
F pm dm
(df)
Square
(k(3)
F-aatio
Sotwcen Subjects 5
Ssporimantal & Osmtrol (A) 360.86 1 360.06 <1*
Subject® in Groups 7728.69 4 1932.15
Within Su(bj©cts 6
"S" & "T" Score® (B) 376.55 1 376.55 8.34**
«S« g. Expérimental 
& Control (AS) 31.62 1 31.62 <1*
"S" & "T" Scores x 
Subject® w Group® (B) 180.63 4 45.16
Sig3Ed.f4oaai«j loT^i 5 per cent, i.e., an F~ratio of this sa^nitu^ 
would occur 5 times or less in 100 chances
* MS— îîon-SignificaBt
fhe mean drop la r@s%)Onse rate Is actually tea C&s (from 64 to 54) in 
the Tramsfer test. Tîkj next row la the table concerne tho fixperlBsntssl 
Control Between Subjects Difference (Factor A). ?-ratlo associated
with these scores is leas than one. This mesas that the control Ss 
showed the same approximate îtecrement In reo%)onding In tlie Tnxnsf& r test
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O0 did tho expo risen tal. Ss. The coziciusiaïi to be drav® from these re­
sults is that no evidence of SPC has been demonstrated with ToeoQct to 
Treatment 1* (It should be-added, to r clarity, that in order to damoc- 
strate the SFC effect» the F-ratio associated with Factca? A, Tables 3— 11 
Inclusive, should be significaBt at the 5 per ceat level at least.)
Table 4 presents the results of tîsea© analyses performed on 
the scores of Treatment 2, in which the ezporimental group received 
1^— Tg ia, I'G training, and the control group 1^ alone* As can be seen, 
no sii^ aifioaat F«ratios were obtained, and hone© it is concluded that 
SPC was not demonstrated in treatment 2,
3ABIS 4
SujMury of Analysis of Variance 
of "S" and "T** Scores for Treatment 2
Source of 
Variation SS M MS F-ratio
Between Subjects 3
Experimental & Control (A) 425.57 1 425.37 <1, MS
Subjects w Groups 1933.62 4 483*41
Within Subjects 6
"5" & "T" Scores (B) 6 7 2 *8 7 1 6 7 2 .8 7 MS*
"S" & **T" Experimental 
& Control (AS) 1 .8 9 1 1 .8 9 <1, MS
”S" & «?=* Scores X 
Subjects w Groups (B) 4 1 5 *6 3 4 1 0 3 .9 1 — —
* NS— Non-Significant
Table 5 prasent.: tiie  re s u lts  o f tls j anslysio  performed os the 
scores o f Treatment 3, in  »<'hlch the experim ental Gs i-oCi^lvcd. Iw ~T_ in
— V
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tLù -C pliaoâ îuxl the control Sz, rasaivad L, alors-. A oàgoiilomt F-ratio 
ia associatod -cith. Factor (3)* indicating that the -'T" score is sigalii- 
oaatly rsaller than tW "I" score; however, this rcsposse ibclina dosa 
not diaorimiaata between e%pur±ao3taI aad control prooednro®, Therefore, 
it is coacXttdsd that this particular troatssat did not result ia a. demon­
stration of the SPC effect*
TABIÆ: 5
Smmary of Analysi® of Variiaxoe 
of "G" and "T** Scores for Troatasut 3 ?..)
Source of 
Variation 3S df MS F-Hatio
Between Subjects 5
Expérimental & Gcmtrol (A) 3 7 6 .5 0 X 3 7 6 .5 0 <1, RS"
Subjeots w cheaps 34 4 5 *3 7 4 861*34 — ~
fithin Subjects 6
Hgif g, gcorea (B) 1277.62 1 1 2 7 7 .6 2 9.27"
MgM g. sxporimenW.
& Control (A3) 5 .3 4 1 5 .3 4 < 1, HS*
& "T" Scores x  
Subjects w Groups 5 5 1 .3 8 4 1 3 7 *8 5 —
Probability levala: P.05
* MJÎ— Kon-Signifioant
Table 6 presents the results of the analysis perfwrn^d on the 
scores of Treatsîeat 4, in which the eXî,>Qïdî3ental group received Lg— T^ 
ia PC trAiinxag, and. alone was given to the control group* Ths results 
show no significant F-ratios, and it is concluded tiiat neither a res%x)nse
decrement nor tho effect was obtained in Treatment 4,
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Gi'tzrrg qf A.nzlycls of 
of aad aooro® for Trestmnt 4 )
Smoftte of 
Variation
S6 df MA gkkNntto
âob^ÿte 5
SaperiiacoW. & Control (A) im*i5 1 im.i5 < 1 ,  RS*
SnbjeOte @ Qroupo 475.8? h 118*9?
Sfitîîiîl 6
«rg,, Ay, Score» (B) 155*23 I 115. f/;
&- Control W ) 7.05 1 7*0^ <1, fjs*
„gH % ,,y, 8cop@n %
^objecte # aronpo 809*88 4 58^4? I'W##
%&!* 7 pm m ntsk the m m lt&  cf the twalygi* perfwçed m  the%
3oom& of Tr&siizmnt %  in  which the cxpcrimgntal gpwop received -p la
PC trcialag aad the ccntycl #roop «alose* Agedn, ac sigaifiosnt F- 
ratios wore obtelKod with thia trcstcoat* aed it i&  a o aa lM a û thot ras- 
ponce declim m â the SPC effect m m  act «^parent 1® freatsent 5*
ÏB Toblc <' «111 be foead tte recuite of # $  analyste performed 
cA Trantmwt 6 acores, ia wWLoh the eapericentol grtjtapn rsceivad 
iiî FC trainiî^ g end the control group I., alone * .In the mslysis table, no 
oigrniileant F-ratios ore rresent, loadiag to the CoBOlwlw that neither 
regqjassee decrement nor the src effect was present in %%ataeot 6,
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B m m ssT of of 'i/ssiaao©
sooroa for Treataent 5
30
Sowroo of
teiatlcaa ss df
5
BspyrWaW. & Cemtrdl (A) 901*90 1 9D1.90
o Groopo 1416*37 h %I4*09 immum
6
mg,, & my, Seeyee (B) 531*16 I 631*36 Rg*
„S» & my, ag*rW«&al
<1* BG*& C m t r o l W ) 51*lD I 51*10
W  & Goomo a
Sab joote « Groups 476*38 4 U9.10 W»68>
-amza à
Sqomegy of AmXfsâB of Vorloooe
aad V  $ m r e n  fop 6of "O
Smrc# of 
f & r i n t im sa af MS F -Wlo
M s m # & s & a
& Cmtrol (A) 54*07
5
1 54*0? <!;»
Wbjooto 9 Qpoopa 6416*75 4 1604*19
"8*' & SOOMW (B) 451.23
6
"I 451*23
"3^ & -T" Shxporioeatal
& Coatrol (AB) 486*61 1 486*61
"3" & »?".Soores %
zabjecta w Groups 314.75 4 76*6$
f£.— Noa-Sj.gnif leant
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Table 9 presents the results of the analysis performed on tijs 
scores of Treatment 7, in which the experimental group received in
PC training and tW control group 1^ alone* A significant F-ratio Is as- 
eociatsd only with Sector (3), suggesting a significant decline in response 
rate during tîxs Transfer test* Sowever, both experimental and control Ss 
showed the same decline, from which it follows that this particular treat­
ment yielded no evidence of the SPC phenomsnon,
TABLE 9
Nummary of Analysis of Variance
of "3" and ’*!*’ Scores for Treatment 7 (I>,— T, )J A
Source of Variation SB df MG' F-lî£tio
Between Subjects 5
Expérimental & Control (A) 24,03 1 24.03 <1, N3*
Subjects w Groups 3149.75 4 7 8 7 *4 4
ïïitbin Subjects 6
ng« g, wy, Scores (B) 417.19 1 417*19 39.97**
"6" & "T" Experimental 
& Control (A3) 2.6? 1 2 .6 7 <1$ MS*
"5" & "T" Scores X 
Subjects % Groups 41.75 4 1 0 *4 4 ---
Ixcbabiiity levelsî ?*01
• RS— Won-bi-gnificont
Table 10 presents the results of ths analysis performed on tho 
scores of Treatment 8, in which the experinanfcal Ss received L^ *— Tg in PC 
training and the Control 3s Lj alone* Since no significant F-ratios were 
obtained- it is concluded that SPC was not demonstrated in Treatment 8#
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TABLE 10
Summary of Ir.a3.yslG of Tariar.ce 
of ‘*S" a M  "T" Score® for Treatment 8 5?™)J ^
Source of Variance SG ÛS MS F-Hatio
Between Stsbjeots 5
Expérimental & Control (A) 253.84 I 253.84 KS*
Subject ÏÏ Groups 735.50 4 183^88
ftithia BubjeOta 6
"S" & Scoree (B) 2 8 0 .5 4 1 2 8 0 .5 4 MS*
„gM & zü^piaental
& Control (AB) 1 .3 4 i 1 .3 4 <1,
"5" & "T" Scores X
Subjects I’i Groups 853.0 ? 4 213#27 tmmm
* HS— f-ïon-filgnificant
Table 11 presents the results of the ümalysie perfwa©d on the 
scores of Treatment 9* lb; Mixcfe tho oxperlmntal Ss received in
'PC training and the control Ss alone* A significant F-ratio Is asso­
ciated with the "3" and scores (Factor B), the Ss. showing a signifi­
cant drop in' response is the Transfer test. However, both experimental 
and control Ss showed approzimately the s&m decline# Hence, it Is con­
cluded that this particular treatment gave no evidence in favour of the 
SP'C effect.
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£uâi»ary of Analysis of Vayia&oe 
of "S" &nd Scores for Treatment 9 (L^ —
Source of Variance 35 df MS F-Batio
Batweea Subjects 3
Sxpeïdrsental & Geotrd (A) $89.42 1 989.42 <1, RS*
Subjects W Groups 8433.50 k 2 1 0 8 .3 8 —  ,
Within Subjects 6
"G" & "T" Score© <B) 468.77 1 468.77 13.48"*
"S" Sc "T" Expérimental 
& Control (A3) 57.51 1 5 7 .5 1 MS*
& TT' Sccres X
Subjects f Groups 129.50 4 5 2 .3 6
îrobsblllty LevelsÎ ** P*0$ 
• RS--Nc®«sigKifieant
The Individual experimental/control c<Ksparison®, presented in 
Tables 3-11, yielded negative results in sli cssas* la those treatments 
in which the erperissntal and control groups showed a significant décru­
ssent in response rate in the TT-onsfer teat, both shoved it to sn approxi- 
ïSSitaly equal degree, thus forcing the conclusion that SPO was not effec­
tively demonstrated* However, there ia aa isTiortaat statistical consider­
ation which must be taken into account before tïiis interpretation can be 
accepted.
Tixj analyses presented ia Tables 5-11 used the before ("S") 
scores as a baseline measure for the after ("?") score comparisons*
Table 12 is presented to illustrate the individual "S" scores, in both 
e:qx:rimental and control groups, for Treatment 1» As can be seen in. tbs
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table, these "G" eccrer; ehcK.- coi';.:.5dc’-aMe variance frns one subject to the 
rest.
TABI2 12
Individuel. Score© for Bxpsrissntal and 
Control 3® in Treateent 1
'V,— T^ )
S Mo, Group "g" Score
9 Expérimental 45
% Expérimental 106
3P lS%erimeatal 62
11 Expsrlatental 51
1? Control 41
52 Control 79
The Individual group analyses (Tables 3-11) were performed on 
unadjusted scores, the after treaWmt (or "T'” score) means do not
take into account the differences ia the before (or "S") scores, hence the 
method Kssy be sose^at limited for such comparisons, and may lead to 
spurious conclusions* Becaus.© of this tuico-ntrolled, and Indeed uncoatrol- 
Isble, variance, it was deemed necessary to apply anoidser statistical 
method which, could accomodate such differences, and would assess sore re­
liably the after ("T") scoras, by equating, or holding constant, the before 
("G'O score* This alternate method was referred to on p* 22,
Tlîa Analysis of Variance sodel chosen (gimr, pp* 541-343 incl,) 
will provisa for the adjustment of the **T" score as a function of ths 
origiEuil before ("5") score. Table 13 presents the analysis of the control Ss
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TABI2 13
Summary of Analjais of Variance of 
"S" aïMi **T" Scores l'or Control Groupa
Source of Variations Adjusted SS df Adjusted MS F-Hgitio
Between Subjects 11,141,00 17 655.5g <1*
Light (A) 1,351.1? 2 665.59 <1*
(5) 1,286.50 2 644*25 < 1*
Light X Tone (A2) 1,064*33 4 271.08 <1^
Subjects 0 Groups 
(error between) ?,43?,00 9 826*33
Bithln Subloot® 2,510*00 18 139*44 1,59*
Bofbre/After (G) 1,369.00 1 1,369*00 15,78***
Light X Before/After <AC) 240*50 2 120,25 1*39*
Tone % 3ofore/After <B0) 1.50 2 .75 <1®
Light X Tone x
Before/After (ABC) 118,00 4 29.50 <1*
Bsfore/After :< 
Subject w Group 
(error vïltMn) (C) ?8l#00 9 86.78 WMW#»
® Kos-Significanfe 
*** Significant at 1 Percent Level
Âr, examination of Table 13 shows that a significant F-rutio 
(at 1 percent level of significance) is associated with tte 31 thin Sub­
jects variance on the Before/After (C) factor* This is interpreted to 
wean that the control 5s did show a significant drop in response rate in 
the Transfer test*
Aa EXîntioKed earlier (p.22), if on bcjsIjsIs of variance of the 
control groups showed no significant decx-etiasafc ia responding, then it
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woulû be legitimate to go cri ta a alailar analyais cm tha azperi-
mqntal groupe. Althcmgh ths abcva anAlysl* of the control 3a raveolad a 
@igai:fîcaa.t- 4rop im Ifratisfor tost® it aaw coissiüereâ aecsessarifj, both for 
the fwka of coAgleteneaa @ W  other foctore (to bo diaoussed in OWpter IV)g 
to go os to gerform a ofmilaar aaaljala of the asporiaental 5s. Table 14 
proQohts the results of such an anal^ aia,
TABIS 14
Scmpary of Analysis of Variance of
"S" and Scores in Sapericieatal Qroapa
Souroe of Variation Adjusted SB if ■ Adjusted K3 3P-Ratio
Between Sgbieets
(A)
29,596*82
1,326.05
35
2 665.02 < 1®
-Sex (B) 1,505,35 1 1,505.35 1,48*
Tot# (0) 485,55 2 241.77 < 1*
light X Sex (AB) 667,56 2 332*68 <1*
üght % Tone 1,311.39 4 327.85 <1"
Bex K Tone (SO) 4*757.86 2 2,378,95 2,54*
light X Sex % Tone (ABO) 1,085,05 4 270.76 <1*
Subjects % Groups 
(error between) 18*264.25 ' 18 1*014.68
Within Sab.lects 
âS^Org/kfter (D)
6*566.50
3,086.68
36
1 3,886.68 76.02"*»
24ght % Before/After (AD) 193.36 2 96.68 1.89»
Bex X Before/After (BD) 360,01 1 360.01 7.04*»
Tone X Before/After (CD) 326.86 2 165.43 5.20*
light X ,Sex % 
Before/After (A3D) 34.56 2 17.18 <1*
light % Tcse %
Beforo/After (acD) 235.72 4 116.^ 2.29»
Sex X Tone x 
Before/After (BCD) 128.86 2 64.43 1.26*
tight X Sex X Tone 
X Before/After '(A33D) 482.40 4 120.60 2.56*
D X Subject  ^Group 
(error within) 920.25 18 51.15 —
® r-oawSigaificaat
Significant at ^4 le?el 
***=* Significant at Ijs level
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It oaii be Sean ia Table 14 tb&t a significant 3-ratio Is eb- 
taiaecl ia the §5.thin Subjects variance on the iSafore/After (D) factor and 
the ilex X Before/After (3S) factor# ft© Before/After factor Csignificaat 
at the 1 percent level) Indicates that the experimental 8@ aid show a 
algnlflceat decrement of the bar pressing reapcase in the Transfer teat# 
The 8e% % Before/After factor (slgnlfîeant at the 5 percent level) rears 
tliat one of the sexes appears to be more sensitive to the Transfer test 
than the other# A doss examination of the data in Appendix c indicates 
that ti© male Sc s&em to be more censitive to tbs Tramfer test tbsii the 
females (l,e, 12 mle Sa .and only 3 fccde Sb showed a significant decline 
in responding.
tlv i fu r t lia r  fa c to r which aimy be Importzmt in  the present SFC 
ezcperlmcnt concerOG the rate o f fear oonditionii:^  o f a l l  the 3s* I f  a 
successfu l demonstration o f SltJ ic  to  be shown* tte n  i t  is  necessars* to  
demonstrate th a t th is  re s u lt (BPC e ffe c t)  is  no t in  any nay re la te d  to  
d iffé re n ce s  in  C ondition ing the experim ental and c o n tro l 5s# The "OS" 
to a t 9SS employed to  assess th is  fs c tc r  and invo lves a s ta t is t ic a l compa­
ris o n  o f the "3 " and "OS* te s t scores* Nine analyoos o f variance were 
performed on the '•£" and "C3" scores in  the sor?c manner as the analyses 
presented in  Tables 3-11» Analyses o f these measures showed th a t ? o f tbs 
9 experim ental and con tro l troat-^'^ '-'r-t groupe ?©re e ffe c tiv e ly  fe a r condi­
tioned (3'9 le v e l OÎ s ig n ifica n ce  in  a l l  csises)# The "CS" te s t scores w i l l  
bo found in  Appendices A» 3» 0 , and D. Thsrefore, i t  is  concluded ttm t 
the oxperim & nta l/con tro l T ransfe r te s t scores are not asci'ibable to  d if ­
fe re n tia l ra tes  o f fe a r cond ition ing#
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nraaaat at&Gy sa# eoodbotad Inv&ctigotu the ralGtloaablp 
botea&G 2raçoaaitï#alKg (BC) et&a&il aod the mgBitWe ef
&ca3opy ?rscàa41tioàlBg (SIC), ?&a &&B#&etrht&o% of the 3fC effact, sti* 
l&siag a #af Praqe&ng Boepmg* a& tha dagoadoot v&rlmbl& aoG a CoB&lt&ea&a 
Smotloaal Oeapoaae (GSR) ae oaa of tbo iB&op»ad&%t vari&bloa* deponda 
gpoB coeparlcGcs of performgRoeo of th% #KP8t&#aRtaI a#& co&tpol group», 
That la , in  crlt&G al taa&e# the espprlm eetal $s obau&a akow a ai& B lfleaat 
doer-ïA;*;fâ la their r%tt of bar gfooal%, while tfe cowbrol Ss oWsli not.
If Si AoeooKaful demonstratlca of pbeaoman&a la to bo roollsed*
The reawl to, both experlwntal aad statistical, do #ot provide 
Adeaosto cvidanss to ohow that the SVC effect W e  be##. obt%lmd* There»» 
fore* i i  mwAt be ooaclw^ed that tW o H -Q im t p@r@R»trlc iBteatioo of tba 
prpoent roeearck* i,e,, to study the sagmitBde of &rc ae & fwaotloa of 
13 &tim \xlt lntosîîitio0» is not p&osibl# beoawee oa tbs .overall basi.s the 
I’tuosciioixos aea net effactively doROMSbroted. Bowovgr, are oosa#
Izdlvidü&l troot%Rt3 tfhis% shomd tbs effect and those srill be dlsewaaod 
below,
The phoTüORoüaA of ;'FC mis hot obtoiaed i» this tu%* although 
pravious rescan*! led to the o%pectatl8& thAt it mxiW b©* Certain fas- 
ta ra  civvi.;t ju s t if ia b ly  two w e t fo r  the lud-z o f suoco-fis is- dbm oa o tra tii^  
ths phcncaonrR, lie## vArisblea, at least, ar# eviiknt and they alll
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now be disoussed»
Coo o f thcüe fa c to rs  p s rtz ln s  to  tl®  Conditloned îSmotional Ben- 
Ttome (CBTO tra in in g  procedure employed in  th is  study. Tîte present laves- 
tlg s tio n  uued a delay procedure ia  032 tra in in g , e .g . the CZ (tone) ove r- 
lapped the fC “ Cshook) aucli t lia t  the CC- oa 2 aocende before the BOS 
v.'a£> presented, remained on d iirla ?  the Z-second p reae n trtio r. o f the 
end term inated when the ?1C3 term inated. K irby (1963) used a trace proce­
dure, chereky the o ffs e t o f the OS (o f 4 seconde dura tion) m s fo llow ed 
by the onset r f  the DCS (o f 2 aaconda d u ra tio n ). Another fa c to r is  th a t 
o f the lù te r t r ia l In te rv a l ( IT I) .  K irby  (1965) employed a constant Z?I 
in  a l l  )2C pbasaa, whereoa the present study used a va ria b le  IT I.  A th ir d  
fa c to r is  the leng th  o f the CZ-DC3 In te rv a ls  (sh o rt vs lo a § ). Drogùen and 
h is  associates in  the latest reported study of frC (H offe ld  e t a l,  I960), 
found tliab aben the CS (tone) preceded the DCS ( lig h t)  by 4 seconds in  
the PC phase, the magnitude of 339 u%3 greater than when the 05 prscadod 
the 90S by Q seconds, 0*5 seconds, 1.2  soconds, and 2 seconds. Tlvs pi*ssest 
study employed a 2-second OS precedence over the UCO,
The p re s e n t r o s u its  then differ fro n  the In v e s t ig a t io n s  o f  K i r ­
by ( I j S p )  and Brogden (H o f fe ld  c t  a l ,  I9 6 0 )  I n  the  fo llo w in g  ways; ( a )  
d e la y  r s  t ra c e  procedure  In  C2B tr z iin in r?  (o)  a tem p o ra l f a c to r  (a  v o r ia h l©  
ri^ T u s u a lly  producer d i f f e r e n t  r a te s  of c o n d it io n in g  comporrred t o  a .''inod  
17%); (c ) 02- IJ lf  t in s  re la tio n s  lu r in g  fC v ro ln3.ng.
Tziesc rassaroh p ro c e d u ra l comparisons nay or may n o t account for 
the  Is.oh o f success in  a f f e c t iv e ly  dem cnstrr t in g  the  i)he:aoreron in  th e  
p re s e n t s tu d y , Thoro is  s l-io  scmo d i r e c t  ec ip iri-ca l e r id e rc e  iJ i th e  pre­
sent d a ta  wliich may have confounded a successful demonstration of the
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phesosenoïio As remarked earlier, in the Antseedeat Variables section 
Çp»24)j it waa shoro that the control Ss CsssS), exposed to the Transfer 
test otimalaa (light) prior to SPC training, significantly decreased their 
rate of reapœdisg ia the Srsnsfer teat, while the mmainder of t W  con­
trol Ss (aslO), not exposed to this pre-test, did WS decrease their res­
ponse rate significantly» A t-test, performed on the mean drop rate bet­
ween the experimental (n=l4) and control CnalO) 3s, none of which were 
exposed to the pre-test procedure (prosentatloa of the TTsasfer test 
stierolKo), mas found to approach statistical significance at the tea 
per cent level of confidence» (The aeaa drop between the "3" (before) 
and (after) scores for the experimental and control Ss ©as 14»8 and 
5*59 rospQOtively). If SPG ©as effectively demonstrated, then one would 
expect these meen drop ratesi.
There is also furtWr experimental evidence relating to experi­
mental/control group treatment c«aparlsoaa* Eight of the aim experimn- 
tal groups ekowed signiacant response drop, St tte 10 per cent level of 
confidence* Similar comparisons with the control groups showed that ia 
only 3 of tî© 9 groupa ©as there any slgnificaat: response deorsraent (po 
10 percent)* These results and the oms discussed in tbs preceding para­
graph suggest th.® conclusion that SPC effect was moderately present*
That more positive transfer effect ©as not obtained may have been due to 
the pre-test procedure* An attempt to analyse these data Kore thoroughly 
(directly comparing the 50 pre-tested Ss to the 24 untested Ss) proved 
fruitless, since the Important factor of esgserimental/control treatsoats 
were too randomly distributed*
It has bean suggested that the SIC pboiz'jsisnon is a weaiz and
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unstable a f fa ir  (S he ffie ld#  1951)» She re s u lts  ia  the presost study 
p a r t ia lly  support this obsorvatloa* la  oppos ition  to  th is ,  a study by 
Bitter®?» and his associates (Bîttesraan, Seed aad Kubala, 1553) suggests 
that SPG is  so t a weak and «astable pheaomeaoa, ba t rather a phanomaoa 
th a t re qu ire s  optim al c o a iitio œ  to  be employed fo r  i t s  saooeasfal ds— 
tao23sfcratioa» I t  seems th a t the SI-C paradigja mast ba fo llos/sd p re c ise ly  
w ith  no v a ria tio n s  ia  procedure* (The use o f the p re -te s t co n d itio a  ia  
the present study should have beea assessed more thoroaglzly» Coppocfe’ e 
study (1958) a lso va rie d  the SPO procedures and obtained coa flic ti?3g
results which are difficult to interpret^
Although it has heea argued that a Eodeat demonstration of the 
SBC effect hag been realised, the original Intention of the oroeriment, 
that of studying BO stimuli intensities, has not, Hosjever, easae other 
variables uMeh may affect the magnitude @ car even the successful démons­
tration of the transfer effect, have boon Identified for further research*
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Tb@ Intention of the prossnt study ©as to investlgcto the in- 
tensities of prscoEditlonlng stimuli sb th e y  relate to  th e  magnitude of 
seBsory prewmditleAlDg. % e  two mala oxperlmntal variables ©ere ll^t 
and tone, each vajying at thraa levels of Intensity*
ï)Lfty«four albino rat© of the Spragas-Pawloy strain ware assign»» 
ed to an experimental group of 56 subjects and a control group of 18 sub- 
jeots* each group being equally distributed acoordiag to sex. Prior to 
SPC training preoednres* t!is subjects were given bar pressing response, 
training, for a food reward, to criterion» In îtese 1, of the SPC train­
ing, the exper^ kaental subjects wre given 200 trials of light paired with 
tone# % e  duration of tba lig^t was 4 secoMs preceding the tons by 2 
second® and terminating aith the tone 2 seconds later» The control sub­
jects were administered 200 trials of light alone, la Phase 2, all sub­
jects were administered 5 0 triais of tone paired with shock# Xa this 
phase, a Goaditlonsd Saoticasl Response (QEB) m s established, l'île tone 
ma o f 4 seconds duration preceding tîie shock by 2 sooonds and tsrmisa- 
tlng with it 2 seconds later# 2n Hiase 3? the subjects were again placed 
In the bar press response situation and ©ere presented slth the Transfer 
tost stimulus, light, at random Intervals, Tbs day follor/iag their ex­
tinction to the Tranafar test stimulus, the sobjeota wero presented ©ith 
the otiier PC stimulus (light) at random intervals#
42
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Ths critical teat of tkio S'Pq effect was the euppreasioa of tbe 
bar preaa reaponse, (as a I’osalt of fear eooditioniag), in the Transfer 
test phase (Phase 35®
Analysis of the data indicated that SPG was demonstreted in 
some groups* ^qever, the relatioaship between tiie inteosiüee of pro- 
eoaditioaiag stimuli and the magnitude of SPG could not be demonstrated* 
litme additional variables affecting the magnitude of spG and its occur- 
reaos were discovered.
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ÀiqPSKXK A
Original goorea for Experimental Su'ajaets by Trestaenta
.Mo i;  « 0 Sex Sreatessat Wgî» Tfm,^ "CS"
I
 ^ 9  
35
30 (8) 
11
N
M
F
F
î T — C
128
&X
69
45
121
74
5 1
13
9
4
0
19 M 46 2 3 27
P 40 K 82 39 8A® 24 (9) S’ 70 49 64
2? f 87 92 93
3
4
7 (8) 
25 
46
M
A
F
F
î,|—*®SiW 1089253104 65813?114 74ai410
4) K 86 4
4 41 M % — Tl 53 66 026 F 55 57 6
33 F 69 70 S
39 n 107 51 8
e 45 M 69 45 40? 13 <8> F 108 94 116
31 F L2— ^2 77 n
38 « Z^— ^ 129 118 7
A 3 M 7i2— 54 24 27
48 F lâ’— 5 53 14 6
49 ? 69 45 1
10 M % — %, 52 35 42
© 37 K I>3r ^ 90 85 68/ 47 F Ig— % 51 38 12
16 F 59 45 5
6 N 68 61 62
8 8 M S2 54 31 550 F ■ Î.15— T? 80 65 3
21 F I,3 -? 2 43 65 19
36 K L3— T3 135 109 101
o # K L3— «Tj 93 65 187 14 F L3— 77 51 56
23 (9) F I.3Î—*^3 34 31 33
Note; îtobors ia brackets { } refer to batch, là order to dlotingülah 
between Sa having the sa®e S Ko»
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Origiml Score® for Control Subjocte by
Sroup Mo 0 Bo Sox
1 1? (8)32
u
y
43
84
17
91
0
11
2 13 (6) 25 (6) w 5363
29
94
43
64
3 34 (8) 82 (B)
X
F
102
34
68
49
0
7
h 24 (6) 22 (6)
#
f
69
66
69
51
84
69
3 7 (6>26 #3
%
f
78
49
38
96
10
48
6 17 (6) 3A <6) ■f
63
60
39
66
61
72
9 I23 (8)
M
F
T 73
33
69
36
14
6
S 1830 (6)
P
P 4 ^
92
63
92
59
19
%
9
42
19 (8)
M
r 34®"^ 72
K A
96
3
23
Koto* in bmcîsïts () r@f@r to batch in on:%& to dl&tlaguioh
batmen fm baying oea# 5 % #
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APFSBDIX C
Corrected Scores for Experiaentol Subjects by Trestmmte
Group Bo s m Sox Sreatffloat figsj "OS"
9 K 45 35 4
1 æ K 106 104 0
30 (8) F 62 0
11 F 51 44 0
19 « 49 19 20
ko M 45 0
24 F 58 38 55
27 F 71 77 75
%
4
7 (8)
H
8
89
82
49
62
57
63
F
F T-g
51
93
28
89
0
0
43 M 71 50 0
k 41 n 72 55 026 F 45 47 0
33 F 60 0
39 U Zm— & 66 50 0
e n tr frt 54 32 34P 13 (8) F 84 74 92
31 F 6 3 52 0
30 n 105 98 0
6 48
M
F
48
51
20
30
0
0
49 F 68 38 0
10 M 46 30 34
rj 37 M % 75 69 6 2f 47 F 41 27 0
16 ? % 36 0
6 M 1.3— Ta 51 46 4?
8 B M 50 24 050 F 66 50 0
21 F Tg 47 52 5
36 M 110 93 84
9
44
14
20 (9)
M
F
F
Ifj—-T'a
î»~— 1?^
69
53
22
ê
28
0
44
29
Kotos Hmabers ia brackets ( ) refer to batch» in order to distinguish 
between 3s having tbs same 3 No*
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APPSSDIX D
Corrected Scores fo r Control Subjects by Treatments
Group Ho S Ho Sex Treataeafe iigfi
1 17 C8) 32
M
?
41
79
11
74
0
0
2 13 (6) 23 (6)
M
r h-'^z^.-4
43
53
23
44
0
0
3 34' (8) 22 (8)
M
F ^""^3
88
45
51
39
0
0
k 24 (6) 22 (6)
K
? 2 1
56
53
56
41
68
55
5 7 (6) 28 (6)
K
F Lg— Tg
58
40
31
45
8
39
6 7 (6) 34 (6)
M
P
51
49
48
53
49
58
7 123 (8)
M
P ? “ ’a
76
36
59
26
5
0
8 1830 (6)
R
P U ~ kP 2
75
51
58
48
12
25
9 4215 (8)
H
F
111
62
92
47
0
14
Note: Kaobers ia brackets () refer to batch ia order to distinguish
between Ss havi% saaa S No*
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APP3BDIX 9
■Rat© of Acquisition of Stable Response ia Hinotes 
for Experimental and Control Subjects
8 Bo
Experiïsental
Total Minutes 
to Criterion 3 Ho
Control
Total Minutes 
to Criterion
9 145 17 142
95 32 98
32 99 34 108
43 97 22 96
26 165 1 119
10 114 23 145
37 96 42 95
16 1X5 15 103
47 92 24 87
31 121 22 80
13 93 13 115
7 109 23 75
4 97 7 70
25 146 28 71
46 117 18 94
3 109 30 91
38 122 17 94
48 106 34 80
49 133
6 98
8 140
50 133
19 138
26 95
11 124
14 86
24 58
44 156
45 101
33 103
39 103
40 67
41 89
21 88
27 91
56 73
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APPSMDrSP
Defeeatioa Scores for Sxpeiisentsl and Control Subjaets 
in SPG and "CS" Test Phase©
S xneriw ata l con tro l
S So Sex PS caa Test
"OS"
Test s m Sex PC osa
Traasfer
Test
«es»
Test
9 K 0 9 0 0 17 (8) M 0 8 0 6
35 M 0 15 0 5 32 F 0 9 0 6
30 (8) F 0 13 0 5 13 (6) H 0 9 0 0
11 F 5 12 3 5 23 (6) F 2 5 0 0
19 K 5 4 0 0 34 (8) M 3 11 0 0
40 M 15 12 0 3 22 (8) F 0 8 0 6
24 <9) F 0 9 0 0 24 (6> K 6 9 0 G
27 F ■ 0 15 0 0 22 (6 ) F 0 7 0 0
4 M 0 13 0 0 7 (6) M 4 10 0 1
7 (8) H 5 11 0 0 28 (6) F 0 18 0 0
25 F 7 9 0 6 17 (6) n 3 9 0 0
46 F 0 9 0 0 34 (6) F 0 11 Ô 0
43 M 13 8 0 6 1 M 4 12 2 6
41 n 1 6 0 7 23 (8) F 0 12 0 7
26 F 4 1 0 1 18 M 1 8 0 1
33 F 7 15 0 3 30 (6) ? 0 12 0 4
39 M 9 12 0 5 42 M 3 18 0 4
45 M 7 16 0 0 15 (8) F 0 12 0 4
13 (8) F 3 11 G 0
31 F 0 12 0 9
38 M 11 15 0 9
3 n 0 13 5 0
48 F 0 7 0 6
49 F 10 10 0 6
10 M 0 5 0 0
37 n 0 8 0 0
47 F 0 9 0 6
16 F 4 4 0 6
6 M 0 12 0 0
8 M 5 13 0 3
50 F 0 13 0 0
21 F ■ 0 14 0 G
36 M 3 13 0 0
44 H 7 9 5 5
14 F 0 6 0 0
28 (9) F 0 12 0 0
Note* îôJinbars in bracket© ( ) refer to batch, in order to distinsttish 
between Ss having th© same S Bo.
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IWber of Bar Z'réàooo Wortai Daring the PfeisemtAtifm of the 
TpoBBfer Toot stieolBB ead the "OS" Toat St&ealQG
sesÈEs&.
8 3#% "OS" a % S*K ISernsfér "OS*'
9 n 0 Ù 3Ÿ  <8) M ê 0
35 0 0 52 r 1 0
30 (8) P 1 0 13 (6) R 0 0
11 F a 0 23 (6) F 2 0
19 M 0 2 34 (8) m 0 0
40 N 1 0 22 0) w 0 0
24 (9) F a 1 24 (6) M 1 2
2? ? a 0 22 (6) F 3 0
4 n 3 3 7 (6) % a 0
9 (8) 15 1 h 28 (6) F 3 0
25 P 2 0 1? (6) H a 0
46 F 2 0 34 (63 F 2 3
43 M 2 2 1 M 1 1
4l M 3 ■0 23 (8) F 3 Q
26 y 2 0 18 M 9 Q
33 p 2 0 30 {63 P X 0
39 n 1 0 42 M 0 0
45 N 0 0 13 (8) F l 0
13 (8) F 3 4
F 0 0
38 n
ut*
k
2A
0
0A
49
:s
F
V
0 2
10 « 3 0
3? M 7 1
4? T Q 0
16 F 3 0
6 n i 1
8 n 0 0
50 F a ô
21 F 1 %
36 K 7 3
44 11 3 0
14 F 4 3
26 (9) F 0 2
Note» %aher@ in bractetc ( ) refer to bafech, in ordey to diistiagol^
between Sa havln^g the aeme 5 No,
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Soores of 30 Subjsete Received Stimulua Neutrality Teat
"T« Score
"S" Score Stimulus Neutrality after Trsatacst
Test Score «dtîi Transfer Stimulus
1 76 6o 59
10 46 36 30
7 82 53 62
9 45 30 33
4 89 61 49
8 50 24
34 88 71
35 106 97 104
42 111 23 92
4) 71 48 50
17 41 23 U
37 75 46 69
15 62 43 47
16 46 35 36
22 46 39 39
23 36 20 26
51 19 28
48 51 3 10
50 62 34 58
31 63 65 52
46 93 63 89
47 41 26 2?
32 79 70 74
49 68 17 38
3 48 43 20
6 51 30 kG
38 105 87 98
13 84 69 74
26 45 56 47
50 66 80 50
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AMBBDn I
"S" and "T" Scores of Experimental and 
Control Ss in Pilot Study
S Bb Sex Group "8" Score "T" Score
8 M Experimental 59 51
50 n Experimental 67 51
16 F Experimental 69 46
18 F Experimental 49 10
26 M Control 61 59
27 n C<mtrol 82 67
17 F Control 57 44
19 F Control 74 72
Ti»IS 15
Simoary of Analysis of Variance
of "S" and "T" Sccares for Pilot Study
Source of Variance S6 df MS F-Satio
Between Subjects 7
SîKJôrisèntal & Gesitrol (A) 812.25 1 8 1 2 .2 5 2.5 1*
Subjects w Groups 1941.50 6 323.58 —
Sithia Subject© 8
"S« & "T* Scores (B) 870.25 1 8 7 0 ,2 5 15,66**#
"S" & :*T" Scores %
Experimental & Control (AB) 1 8 2 .2 5 1 1 8 2 .2 5 3.28*
& "T" Scores x
Subjects w Groups 353,50 6 55.58
* Hon-Significant
**• Significant at 1» level
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